Dow Jones Commodities Basic Service

*Dow Jones Commodities Basic Service* gives the trader who wants an edge on the market a strong, commodity-focused news and information service. The service provides you with selected statistics, content, and features from our comprehensive commodities coverage. Here you’ll find an overview of metals, softs, and agricultural commodities, supplemented by third-party reports and general news from the global markets, delivered with the speed, accuracy and user-friendly format you’ve come to expect from Dow Jones Newswires.

**Highlights & Special Coverage for Metals & Agri Markets**

Updates and comments from our metals and agriculture reporters provide you with a taste of the cash markets activity in these sectors.

**Grains and Oilseeds News Highlights**
- CBT, KCBT, MGE, WCE Market Comments
- *Grains & Oilseeds Updates* – Market moves and trends
- USDA Reports, Estimates & Reactions
- EU Agricultural Commission Activity
- Extensive Global Cash Grain Coverage
- Malaysia Palm Oil Comments & Prices
- Global Spot News

**Livestock News Highlights**
- *Livestock Update* – Market moves and trends
- Direct Cattle & Hog Comments – Daily insights on trades
- *Great Plains Cattle Feeding Breakevens*
- Plains States Estimated Cattle Showlists
- *US Retail Meat Survey* – Dow Jones’ Kansas City livestock editor exclusive on consumer trends

**Metal News Highlights**
- *Base Metals Update* – Aluminum, aluminum alloy, copper, lead, nickel, tin, and zinc market moves and trends
- *Precious Metals Update* – Gold, silver and platinum - market moves and trends
- *LME Warehouse Stocks Report* – Barometer for global metal supply

**Soft Commodities Highlights**
- CSCE, Liffe Market Coverage
- Coffee – Global cash prices
- Latin America Production & Exports
- Cocoa – Ivory Coast and Asian products
- Sugar – Cash prices and production
- Citrus – NYBOT futures, Florida stats

**Fiber Highlights**
- NYBOT Cotton Futures
- U.S. & Asian Cash Cotton Markets
- CME Lumber Futures
- U.S. Cash Lumber Prices
- Global Pulp and Paper Comments
- Asia Rubber Comments & Prices
Technical Analysis – Focus on Futures & Weather

For a concise look inside the futures market, we’ve selected a cross-section of technical analysis provided by Dow Jones reporters and respected industry sources on futures in grains, livestock and oilseeds, and market indexes. To that we’ve added the Dow Jones analysis of Commitments of Traders, and finally, reports from the commodity-focused weather reports.

+ Technical Analysis & Comments – Key analysts’ insight and indicators on futures
  ■ CBT – Grains and oilseeds futures
  ■ CBT Bonds and Note futures
  ■ CME Livestock futures
  ■ CME S&P and NASDAQ 100 futures
+ Global Weather Analysis – Commodities-focused forecasts

Market-Moving & Corporate News

Market moving geo-political events, stories from companies that do business in commodities, the latest GDP and economic reports, activity on the bond and debt markets — you’ll get headlines and full stories to complete the news picture, selected by Dow Jones data specialists from The Wall Street Journal, Barron’s, and Associated Press.

+ Stock Market Indexes & Comments
+ Economic Indicators & G7 Reports
+ Oil & Energy
+ Bond & Debt Market
+ Forex – Global cash comments

For more information, call 1–800–223–2274 or visit djnewswires.com